
TOTAL 10 mins TOTAL 10 mins
SETS/REPS 2 SETS/REPS 2

WORK 4 mins WORK 4 mins
REST 1 min REST 1 min

TOTAL 10 mins TOTAL 10 mins
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST
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Allow 1-touch for older ages

PROGRESSION the ball - look for verbal and non-verbal cues - PROGRESSION
try to use feints to imbalance/freeze defender Remove cage

corner neutrals for wall passes and to maintain open to the field and easily make next pass - passer Require 2-touch for younger ages
possession Require 2 touches should target "back foot" to allow receiver to swing 10 passes = 1 pt

players slide back and forth to pass
COACHING POINTS Progress to 2v2 - both blue players COACHING POINTS and receive - defender attempts to 

1v1+2 - attacking player should look to use vs both red players Movements off the ball should allow receiver to be off and win ball

EXPLANATION

15 yds

1v1 with 2 neutral players
10x10yds - or larger 

depending on age group

4 players on outside of grid, 1 defender
Group 1 goes 1v1, then rotates in middle (use interior grid as "cage"

with group 2 depending on age group) - outside

ACTIVITY 3 1v1+2 ACTIVITY 4 4v1 rondo
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

players) Run with the ball, takeovers

PROGRESSION then back to ball when making pass PROGRESSION
Add a single defender for each team Use appropriate passing technique (laces for younger Follow your pass

Look for controlled dribbles, quick stop Receivers should be call, check away and back Make into a timed game/competition
When passing, pick up head on 1st touch to find target

COACHING POINTS whites in B) - once all balls are gone, COACHING POINTS 2nd ball
Once ball is in the grid, quickly get back to the middle When receiving, use back foot, push to next target

20x20 yds (age 
appropriate)

4 squares arranged at corners of space
20x20 yds (age 
appropriate)

Starting with 1 ball, players pass the ball 
with all balls in the middle - on signal, around the grid, switching back and
players attempt to carry a ball from forth inside their box
inside to their outside grid (reds in A, Once players are comfortable, add a

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 Squirrel and acorns to grids ACTIVITY 2 4 square pass and move

1:00-1:15 4v4 Arsenal TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
1:15-1:30 Scrimmage

Moderate 90 mins

SESSION TIME
0:40-0:50 1v1+2

7v7/9v9 teams Camp day 1 2019
0:50-1:00 4v1 rond

0:20-0:30 Squirrel and acorns to grids
0:30-0:40 4 square pass and move TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME Running with the ball, use of laces technique to pass

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:05 Arrival game - small-sided mini goals
0:05-0:20 Warmup, keep away activities



TOTAL 15 mins TOTAL

SETS/REPS 2 SETS/REPS

WORK 7 mins WORK

REST 1 min REST

TOTAL TOTAL

SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK

REST REST
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PROGRESSION PROGRESSION

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS

EXPLANATION

ACTIVITY 7 ACTIVITY 8
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

Implement touch restriction

to switch point of attack - when dribbing be PROGRESSION PROGRESSION

decisive and fast - remember to deceive on feints Remove half line restriction

backwards - off the ball, quickly find a supporting

position at angles - if behind half line consider a pass

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS

Make a decision early as to going forward or

40x40 yds (age 

appropriate)

Teams of 4v4 in mini-goals

Once over the half line, players must

dribble or shoot forward - may only

pass in a backwards direction

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

ACTIVITY 5 4v4 Arsenal game ACTIVITY 6

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

SESSION TIMETEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME

TIME DESCRIPTION
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